
More fun!More fun!

Quick Start

               For FREE printable
        activities including 
     colouring sheets, tasty
   recipes and craft ideas 
 visit ‘Things To Do’ at:  

 www.orchardtoys.com
              /thingstodo

Insey Winsey Spider climbed up the waterspout;

Down came the rain and washed the spider out;

Out came the sunshine and dried up all the rain;

So Insey Winsey Spider climbed up the spout again.

Sing Insey Winsey Spider

Roll the dice 
and move 
up the 
drainpipe.

Spin the spinner
          = stay where you are

          = back to the start

The winner
is the first player 
to reach their 
spider web.
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Move your spider up the drainpipe in this Orchard Toys classic
by counting or matching shapes, but watch out for the rain

which will wash you back down again!

 

 

• 4 double-sided drainpipe boards  •  4 spider playing pieces and stands  •  1 spinner
• 1 number dice  •  1 shapes dice  •  1 dice shaker

Assemble the boards and place them, shape side up, 
on the table with the spinner, dice shaker and shape 
dice. Each player chooses a matching coloured spider 
and drainpipe board and places their spider on the 
start space at the bottom of the drainpipe.

Insey Winsey SpiderInsey Winsey Spider

Roll the dice.

Only use the shape dice

Set up as Shapes Game, but place the boards
shape side down and only use the number dice.

Play as Shapes Game, but move your spider up 
your drainpipe the number of spaces indicated 
by the number dice. You do not need to roll the 
exact number to reach your web.

Setting up the Shapes Game

The youngest player starts. 

Move your spider
up the drainpipe
to the first shape
that matches 
the shape 
shown on
the dice.

Match the shape2 If the umbrella points
to the rain cloud, your
spider is washed
down the drainpipe
back to the start.
Play passes to the
next player.

If the umbrella points 
to the sun, your 
spider stays where
it is. Play passes to
the next player.

Spin the spinner3

Whilst playing, if the
shape on the dice
does not match one
that is ahead of the
player’s spider, they
do not move and
play passes on. 

Players must roll the
matching shape at the
top of their drainpipe
to reach the web.

4 The winner Playing the Counting Game

Roll the dice1

The first player to get 
their spider to the top 
of their drainpipe is 
the winner.
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Instructions

Orchard Toys have been supporting parents and children for over 
40 years. We create colourfully illustrated, quality, educational 

games and jigsaws which have been designed, tested and 
manufactured in Britain.

Working with teachers, nursery professionals and children, we 
ensure that every game and jigsaw we make enhances             

learning and development.

We pay attention to the little details and keep testing until we     
get it right! This means that when your child is playing an   

Orchard Toys game or piecing together one of our
jigsaw puzzles you can rest assured that they are

learning whilst having fun!


